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ABSTRACT
Geneti

Programming (GP) is an appealing ma hine-learning te hnique for ta kling nan ial

engineering problems: it belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms that have proven to be remarkably su

essful at handling

omplex optimization problems, and possesses the unique feature of

produ ing solutions under a symboli

form that

an be understood and analyzed by humans. Over the

last de ade, GP has been applied to generate nan ial trading strategies, fore ast sto ks and options
pri es, or grasp some insight into the dynami s of the markets and the behavior of the agents. In this
paper, we rst provide a brief survey of the existing studies, then highlight elds of investigations that,
we believe, should lead to enhan e the appli ability and e ien y of GP in the nan ial domain.

1 Relevan e of GP for reating trading strategies
Geneti

programming (GP) applies the idea of biologi al evolution to a so iety of

Spe i ally, in nan ial trading, ea h

omputer program represents a trading system - a de ision rule

- whi h when applied to the market provides trading re ommendations.
programs evolves over the

omputer programs.

ourse of the su

The so iety of

essive generations until a termination

omputer

riterion is fullled,

usually a maximum number of generations or some property of the best individuals (e.g., stagnation
for a

ertain number of generations, a minimum performan e threshold is rea hed). Classi al geneti

operators, namely mutation,

rossover and reprodu tion, are applied at ea h generation to a subset of

individuals and the sele tion among the programs is biased towards the individuals that

onstitute the

best solutions to the problem at hand.
In the 80s, e onomists began to be interested in the idea of evolving populations of de ision rules
be ause of the

lose similarity with the e onomi

agents who are

2

onstantly revising - adapting -

their own de ision rules as they gain experien e and as their environment undergo

hanges.

Sin e

then, evolutionary models have proved to be a powerful toolkit for modeling and understanding the
behavior of so ieties of  imperfe tly smart agents exploring their way into an essentially innite spa e

of possibilities  (in the words of J. Holland, see (Wal92)). In line with what has just been said, it is
lear that evolutionary te hniques, su h as Geneti
1

Algorithms and Geneti

Programming, are relevant
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John Holland's work on Geneti

e onomi s.

Algorithm

ertainly had a great inuen e, see (Che01) for a review of evolutionary

Figure 1: Example of a simple trading rule obtained by GP (NYSE Citigroup In . EOD time series same experimental setup as in (NC07)). It

an be noti ed that the ABS primitive (i.e. absolute value)

is extraneous here (an  intron  in GP terminology), however it may nd its usefulness in des endants
of this individual.

to serve as devi es to generate nan ial trading rules, and indeed GP in parti ular has been already

3

quite often used for that purpose . A simple example of a typi al trading rule is given in Figure 1.
The distinguishing trait of GP with regard to almost any other ma hine-learning tool is that GP does
not assume a predened size and shape for the de ision rules: the fun tional form, along with the value
of the parameters, is indu ed from the training data and the obje tive fun tion. This is a
also a

hallenge sin e the sear h spa e is of very high dimension, and a

han e but

ru ial question is thus how to

design the GP so that the sear h is likely to be dire ted towards good solutions. This will be at the
heart of the resear h dire tions highlighted in Se tion 3.

2 Finan ial knowledge dis overy with GP
Prominent examples of GP used to dis over knowledge
for instan e, employed GP to redis over some basi

an be found in the work of John Koza who,

physi al laws from experimental data, in parti ular

Kepler's third law (Koz92). In that experiment, GP not only manages to redis over Kepler's third law
but, along the evolution pro ess, it also redis overed an earlier

onje ture. GP was thus demonstrated

as a tool that is helpful to dis over knowledge.
However, e onomi s in general, and nan e in parti ular, does not obey time-unvariant deterministi
laws, su h as Kepler's laws of planetary motions, and the dis overy of the rules as well as the interpretation of the results
are few

an be expe ted to be more involved. Indeed, in the nan ial literature, there

lear- ut positive out omes as the aforementioned Koza's result. A more thorough review of

the appli ations of GP to knowledge dis overy is given in (CK03a), we should mention here only a
few results. In parti ular (NW99) where, by examining the stru ture of the trading rules, the authors
highlight that the interest dierential is the most important input to the trading rules in the foreign
ex hange markets. In (CY96), the authors apply geneti

programming to redis over the e ient mar-

ket hypothesis (EMH), then, in (CY97), they provide an expli it measure of predi tability expressed
in terms of sear h intensity that provides an alternative formulation of the EMH.
The list given here is

learly not exhaustive but the results in the literature are indeed s ar e, and this

an not be explained alone by the di ulty of the task, but mainly be ause GP has raised mu h more
interests as a tool to generate protable trading strategies than as a tool to dis over knowledge. In
a tual fa t, the results of applying GP for market-timing de isions are typi ally not very
3

onvin ing,

The reader may for instan e refer to (CKH07, NWD97) for GP applied to trading in foreign ex hange markets,

(AK99, CKH07, PSV04) in sto k markets, (Wan00) in future markets and (Keb99, CYL98) for GP used for pri ing
options.

and other te hniques may possibly be better suited in that regard. However, as pointed out in (Kei02),
dis overy, whi h is  its ability to generate a large number of

GP has a major interest in s ienti

dierent, yet meaningful hypotheses in a very short amount of time  and propose solutions  that are
non-intuitive and sometimes provo ative . In our view, GP has not been yet used at the fullest of its
potential in knowledge dis overy in the nan ial domain and one should expe t many more appli ations
of GP in this line of resear h. For instan e, we believe that GP

ould be su

into the pra ti e of investors, in the line of (WCFW98), to study the

+
markets (LPJ 06), or the spe i

essfully used to get insight

hanging

hara teristi s of the

ee ts of some regulations rules as the  upti k rule .

3 Improvements ahead of us
GP has been applied to the nan ial domain for the last ten years but it turns out that the number of
studies published is still rather limited

4 and many questions are left unanswered. In this se tion, we

identify several lines of resear h, inspired from what has been done in other ma hine learning elds or
aimed at better addressing the spe i ities of the nan ial domain, whi h, we believe, may improve
the e ien y of GP as a tool to nd trading strategies.

3.1 Sele ting the right instruments
When GP is applied to the nan ial domain, there are two main reasons why it may be unsu
at produ ing good results: either the design of GP is wrong (e.g., bad

essful

hoi es for the set of terminals,

insu ient sear h intensity), or there might be no way to take advantage of the training set to
up with good solutions, simply be ause the market is e ient.

This latter problem

ome

ould be over-

ome by sele ting instruments whose pri e time series are eviden ed to embed temporal dependen ies,
and are thus, to some extent, potentially predi table.

5

Numerous metri s , emerging from the elds

of information theory, the study of dynami al systems and algorithmi

omplexity or statisti s, have

been devised to quantify the predi tability of a system observed by the data it produ es.

One

an

mention the Lyapunov exponent, whi h is a measure of the rate of divergen e of nearby traje tories
and thus an indi ation of the short-term predi tability, the entropy rate whi h measures the un ertainty that remains in the next information produ ed given
Grassberger-Crut held-Young statisti al

omplete knowledge of its past or the

omplexity whi h informs us of the amount of information

whi h is relevant to the system's dynami .
The

orrelation between the predi tability of a time series and the protability of GP indu ed rules,

and more generally of any trading strategies, is an intriguing and still open question, whose answer
onstitutes, in our view, a major step towards e ient market timing de ision tools. A rst step in
that dire tion is proposed in (NC07) where an estimate of the entropy rate is used to evaluate the
predi tability of the pri e time series of the sto ks

omposing the NYSE US 100 index. As the left-

hand distribution in Figure 2 shows, the pri e time series of NYSE U.S. 100 sto ks do not all have equal
entropies. Furthermore, surrogate testing with shued time series (the
the entropy rate is shown in the right-hand graphi

orresponding distribution of

of Figure 2), suggests to us that there are temporal

dependen ies in the time series.
However, if a predi tability test tells us about the existen e of temporal patterns, it does not give
further information on how easy or di ult it is to dis over the patterns. In addition, as the abundant
literature on the subje t suggests, predi tability may have a multi-dimensional des ription, and a single
4

At the time of writing, the Geneti

Programming Bibliography, lo ated at url

bibliography/Ai/geneti .programming.html
more than 5500 referen es in the database.
5

returns

The reader interested in predi tability measures

67

http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/

do uments with a sear h on the keyword nan e, out of

an refer to (BCFV02) and (Sha06) for

omprehensive surveys.
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Figure 2: Distribution of entropy rates of the pri e time series of the NYSE US 100 sto ks (left-hand
graphi s) and shued pri e time series (right-hand graphi s -

1000

shued time series for ea h sto k).

The time series are pro essed so that the data points are the log ratios between
pri es:

rt = ln(pt /pt−1 ) and points are then further dis retized
3). Log x-axis ranges from 2.65 to 2.85 on

theoreti al entropy is

measure of predi tability may not be enough to

onse utive daily

losing

into 8 distin t states (the maximum
both graphi s.

apture all of its attributes, that is why further studies

about the relation between predi tability and protability should probably not rest upon only a single
predi tability measure.

3.2 Rigorous assessment of the GP out omes
Most studies on GP sele t a risk-free investment (e.g., treasury bills) or, most often, the buy-and-hold
strategy as the ben hmark to whi h the GP's out omes are
the

ompared. As highlighted in (CKH07),

on lusion that  GP performs better than buy-and-hold in a bearish market and worse in a bullish

market  is very often found in the literature. However, nothing dierent

an be expe ted sin e buy-

and-hold is the worst possible strategy in a steadily de reasing market and the best possible strategy
in a steadily in reasing market.

This shows the limits of

hoosing buy-and-hold as a ben hmark,

espe ially in trendy markets.
Typi ally, one observes in the literature that the result of applying GP for market-timing de isions
is not very

onvin ing, but the investigators always suggest the possibility of further improvements

without really

onvin ing that there is something to learn from past data (i.e.

that market is not

fully e ient) and that GP is suitable for this task. In (CN06), the problem is addressed by proposing
a series of pretests aimed at giving more
the training data at hand.

lear- ut answers as to whether GP

an be ee tive with

Pre isely, pretesting allows to distinguish between a failure due to the

market being e ient or due to GP being ine ient. The basi

idea is to

ompare, using statisti al

tests, the out omes of GP with the out omes of several variants of random sear hes (zero-intelligen e

strategies ) and random trading behaviors (lottery trading ) having well-dened

hara teristi s.

In

parti ular, if the out omes of the pretests reveal no statisti al eviden e that GP possesses a predi tive
ability superior to a random sear h or a random trading behavior, then this suggests that there is no
point in investing further resour es in GP.
The study published in (CN06) is a rst step towards establishing well-dened statisti al te hniques
for analyzing the GP out omes. More broadly, sound experimental resear h methodologies in the vein
of (BB03) are needed to improve the assessment, the understanding and the

omparability of GP-based

studies.

3.3 Redu ing variability of the results
Everyone having done experiments with GP has noti ed that the out omes of GP are very variable
from run to run. In our experien e, this is something that happens, in a more or less a ute manner,
whatever the problem at hand (see for instan e the experiments on various problems in (GSPT06)).
The high variability of the results
nan ial domain where

onstitutes a severe hindran e to the use of GP, espe ially in the

ontrolling the risk is of primary importan e. Improvements in the dire tion of

more predi table results are

ru ially needed and, although to our best knowledge no general solution

is known yet, several te hniques

an be envisaged to alleviate this problem.

A rst plausible explanation is that variability might simply be
tensity.

100

aused by an insu ient sear h in-

Usually the GP population is made of a few hundred individuals evolving during at most

generations; given the huge sear h spa e, this might be insu ient, as some results published

in (CK03b) suggest. In reasing the population size, the number of generations, and having possibly
several populations that evolve in parallel (Island model) may lead to improvements.
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The usefulness of validation , whi h has been widely used in the nan ial domain as a devi e to
ght overtting (NWD97, AK99), is still an open question.

Some studies shows that validation is

bene ial in terms of average performan e (CKH07), others demonstrate that it helps to redu e the
variability (GSPT06), while (CK03b) wonders whether validation is really needed sin e GP would tend
to suer more from undertting than overtting. In the nan ial domain, something that has to be
taken into a

ount is that market

hara teristi s are evolving over time, more or less qui kly. It

for instan e happen that the strategies

reated on the training interval might not be suited anymore

when used out-of-sample, and the existen e of a validation period

an aggravate the problem. On the

other hand, one may imagine that in more stable markets validation
the usefulness of the validation

an

an be helpful. The question of

ould be revisited in the light of these observations.

3.4 Re-thinking the data-division s heme
There are numerous eviden es in the literature (see for instan e (CKH07) and (NC07)) that GP is most
generally not e ient when the training interval exhibits a time series pattern whi h is signi antly
dierent from the out-of-sample period (e.g., bull versus bear, sideways versus bull, et ). This
is not surprising per se sin e GP is a learning algorithm and it
with strategies that are protable in market
experien ed during the training period.
thus

annot be expe ted to

ome up

onditions that are substantially dierent from the ones

The way data are divided, and the re-learning s heme, are

ru ial settings of the GP experimental design, and

ertainly deserves further studies.

A solution, already widely explored in

onjun tion with other learning te hniques (Lan99), is to re-

learn from updated training data if the

urrent performan e level is below a given threshold. In the

nan ial domain, a natural

hoi e for the performan e metri

equity diverges too mu h from an expe ted equity

would be the equity

urve: if the

urrent

urve, then a re-learning me hanism would be

7

automati ally triggered . The abundant literature on a tive-learning and in remental-learning should
provide us with a good starting point or how to design the me hanisms.
6

Validation means that the best rules indu ed on the training interval are further sele ted on unseen data, i.e., the

validation period. The best individual on the validation period is then applied on the testing period.

7

This is what is

alled  trading

the equity urve .

3.5 Prepro essing the data: still an open issue
Data prepro essing serves the purpose of smoothing the raw data and removing what is not essential
before the ma hine learning algorithm is applied. It is widely a
bene ial and, indeed, most studies using GP

epted that prepro essing is usually

lassi ally transform the original time series by dividing

ea h day's pri e by a 250-day moving average ( (NWD97, AK99, CKH07)). This way of prepro essing
the data is shown to have positive ee ts in (CKH07) but the general problem of how to best prepro ess
the data is wide open.
Intuitively, the prepro essing should depend on the market

hara teristi s. In parti ular, if the market

is volatile, one would tend to think that the inuen e from the past should be limited, whi h means,
for instan e, a moving average having a small length. Besides moving averages, there are many other
transforms that

ould be meaningful: log ratio between

onse utive values, FFT, wavelets, et . whi h

one to sele t and how to dene the parameter values is something that has not been investigated yet.

3.6 Re-thinking tness fun tions
In (LP02), Langdon and Poli experimentally show that, on some problems, GP is only marginally
better than plain random sear h, and they analyze the underlying reasons. One of the explanations
lies in the shape of the tness lands apes of these problems: they possess

hara teristi s rendering

their exploration di ult for GP. Langdon and Poli suggest that one way to alleviate the problem is
to re-dene the obje tive - the tness fun tion - so as to possibly obtain a more GP-friendly tness
lands ape.
Typi ally, for nan ial trading, the performan e metri
not be the best

that is used is the rate of return. This may

hoi e. On the one hand, it might lead to a di ult tness lands ape for GP, and,

on the other hand, risk-adjusted metri s

ould be better sin e a few lu ky trades alone

an produ e

an outstanding rate of returns. The latter problem is parti ularly a ute sin e the trading frequen y
of GP-indu ed rules is typi ally quite low (e.g., in (CKH07), the trading frequen y ranges from 1 to 9
round-trip transa tions every two years).

8

Another devi e that may prove to be ee tive is the use of sensitivity adjusted tness fun tions :
that is, adjusting the tness of an individual depending on where the individual is lo ated in the
tness lands ape. If an individual is on a peak (i.e. very similar individuals

an possess very dierent

tnesses), its tness is arti ially redu ed (for instan e, by averaging with the tness of its neighbors)
be ause there is a good han e that the solution is the result of overtting the training data and will not
be robust when used out-of-sample. With sensitivity adjusted tness, individuals lo ated on plateaus
of the tness lands ape are sele ted preferentially.

3.7 Embedding more domain spe i knowledge
As illustrated by the experiments in (GS04) and (Nav06), the
has a large inuen e on the quality of the out omes.

hoi e of the fun tion set used in GP

Several problems may arise.

fun tions are in luded, then the size of the sear h spa e in reases uselessly and

If unne essary

omputing power is

wasted, leading to results of lower quality (CKS02). On the other hand, if ne essary fun tions are not
available then mu h
and there are
8

omputing power is

onsumed to

reate the missing primitives from existing ones,

9

ases where this task may simply be out of rea h of GP . In addition, in the pro ess of

Sensitivity adjusted tness is already implemented in the IO optimizer (Ton07), whi h is a software for optimizing

the parameters of trading strategies.

9

Let us

ase of sin(x), if no other trigonometri fun tions are available, sin(x) an be approximated by
1
1
sin(x) = x − 16 x3 + 120
x5 − 5040
x7 + ... but oming up with a polynomial leading to a good a ura y,

onsider the

its Taylor series

while solving the problem at hand, is obviously no easy task for GP.

reating higher-level primitives, the well do umented  ode bloat phenomenon introdu es redundant
or noisy elements, whi h may further slow down the evolution pro ess.
Unfortunately, there are no guidelines on how to best sele t the primitive sets for GP for the problem
at hand. However, as the histori al development of

omputational intelligen e

a hieving high levels of performan e ne essitates extensive domain-spe i

onsistently tea hes us,

knowledge (Fei03). This is

a route that has not been taken yet by existing works, the fun tions used are very primitive
far away from what traders or quantitative analysts employ.
spe i
set

10 and

In our view, embedding more domain

knowledge is a very promising and ne essary line of investigation. For instan e, the terminal

ould be enri hed with the volume time series, values of some indexes, the bid/ask spread, while

the fun tion set

ould be

omplemented with te hni al analysis fun tions, measures of

between instruments, time series predi tability estimates, et . Of

ross- orrelation

ourse, this would lead to a larger

sear h spa e and extensive experiments will be needed to gure out whi h fun tions and terminals are
really bene ial and whi h ones are extraneous.
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